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Essay:

On the first day of BCHM 320 this semester, an elective course emphasizing the history, development, and application of biotechnology and bioengineering, Dr. Chang enthusiastically presented our class with the final project and suggested we start on it right away. This final project was to write a provisional patent using the information we learned in class and how this information relates to our personal interests. As an aspiring dentist, I immediately thought of how to improve dental technology. My interest in the field has lead me to learn that fluoride, an active ingredient in nearly all mainstream toothpaste brands has sparked controversy regarding its safety to human health. With this in mind, I decided to write my provisional patent on a safer toothpaste.

I first started my research by using the Search Discover on the Leatherby Libraries homepage. I searched key phrases such as “sodium fluoride,” “adverse effects,” “oral bacteria,” and “dentin.” After searching, I immediately began to find literature that supported by new use and improvement patent that not only fluoride had adverse effects, but a handful of other chemicals within most toothpastes are not optimal for human health. The Search Discover only scratched the surface, so I inquired help from Dr. Doug Dechow, Leatherby’s Digital Humanities & Science Librarian. Dr. Dechow helped me narrow my research down by suggesting the following databases: SciFinder, ScienceDirect, and PubMed. We had a one-on-one meeting in which Dr. Dechow taught me how to optimize my searches by using advanced functions as well as how to formulate key words and phrases.

Using these scientific research-oriented databases, I was able to further refine my research and incorporate many primary literature sources as a foundation for my provisional patent by using the advanced search function. This capability of the databases lead to research of other abrasive chemicals used in toothpaste, such as sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), a common foaming agent in mainstream toothpastes. As many studies have been performed on the adverse effects of a variety of products that contain SLS (including makeup, mouthwash, shampoo, and body wash), I used the advanced search function on SciFinder to limit my search to only studies done on toothpaste products. By using this more specific search system feature, I was able to narrow down approximately 5,000 works to around 20.

Similarly, I used the advanced search function of PubMed. I typed in the phrase, “sodium fluoride in toothpaste dangerous” and found a primary literature source titled “Sodium fluoride induces
apoptosis in odontoblasts via a JNK-dependent mechanism.” Moreover, I chose this article using the criteria outlined by the acronym TRAAP: timeliness, relevance, authority, accuracy, and purpose, which are fundamental to selecting sources.

Timeliness of scholarly works is crucial to research, especially in science. This study was published in 2013 and is the most recent study on the negative effects of sodium fluoride on oral health.

As I am writing a provisional patent to improve common ingredients amongst commercial toothpastes, this source provides relevant insights of the imperfections of the common active ingredient of many toothpastes, sodium fluoride.

I pay close attention to the authority behind papers as quality research relies on reputable sources. Amongst the authors of this paper are Dr. Peng Li from the School of Stomatology, Fourth Military Medical University of Xi’an, and Dr. Bing Song from the School of Dentistry at Cardiff Institute of Tissue Engineering & Repair. As prominent figures in dental research, their publication has enhanced the platform of my research.

This primary literature source accurately narrowed down the specific metabolic pathway of odontoblasts (teeth cells) that ultimately result in cell death upon fluoride exposure.

The purpose of this article is to prove that fluoride, though effective in fighting oral bacteria, also damages human cells of the oral cavity. This study opens the door for my research in improving the ingredients and overall quality and safety of toothpaste.

From this research project, not only did I learn more about the chemicals used in oral healthcare products, but I have mastered the techniques of searching databases. This aptitude in research will not only be beneficial to my future endeavors in science-based research and lab work for courses, but this knowledge is valuable in my research to better the dental field. I currently plan to attend dental school where I desire to further improve the field by continuing my independent research. I hope that my research will inspire others to aid my mission of revolutionizing modern dentistry.
Colgate Total Advanced Fresh® toothpaste is one of the most successful lines on the current oral healthcare market, making its debut in 1995. This product aims to optimize dental health through using sodium fluoride as an active ingredient. Sodium fluoride is able to kill streptococcus mutans, which are bacteria that are the primary cause of cavities. The inactive ingredients listed by the company include: sodium lauryl sulfate that serves as a detergent and foaming agent, and triclosan, which controls plaque build-up. Many toothpastes on today’s market have some of these abrasive chemicals that have sparked much controversy in the realm of oral healthcare. Two chemicals that are particularly detrimental to human health in this current product are sodium lauryl sulfate and sodium fluoride.

Sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) has been proven to cause the development of recurrent ulcers in the mouth, and even the stomach if the toothpaste is accidentally ingested. Moreover, SLS is linked to the degradation of protective, mucous-producing surfaces within the body, including within the oral cavity. In place of SLS, I propose to use coconut oil as a foaming agent and detergent. Coconut oil has the ability to increase mucous levels and concurrently reduce high levels of acid in the body that will elongate any ulcerations. My research also finds that coconut oil is effective in reducing inflammation and serves as a strong antioxidant. Coconut oil even has antibacterial and teeth whitening properties.
Addressing the active ingredient of the current product, sodium fluoride interferes with the JNK-MAPK pathway of odontoblasts (teeth cells), which ultimately results in cell death. These cells are responsible for the production of dentine, which is a major component of the structure of the tooth. In place of sodium fluoride as an active ingredient, matcha, a powder ground from green tea leaves, is a much safer, organic alternative. Matcha has the ability to reduce plaque, fight off gingivitis, and enhance the freshness of breath. Matcha, green tea in particular, is an effective killing agent of oral bacteria.

The premise of this provisional patent is to improve the current product on the market. Though well-tested, approved and regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), certain features of many of the mainstream toothpaste brands, such as Colgate®, have potential health risks to consumers. As a future healthcare provider and researcher, my goal is to ensure that not only my patients are healthy and free of any risks, but also the rest of the general population is guaranteed the same level of safety. Moreover, I hope to increase the prevalence of dental research to further develop and improve this particular healthcare discipline.
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